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We know your name.
With clockwork certainty over the years, I’ve found myself in
downtown Traverse City inside a small coffee shop typing many
of these articles with a cup of coffee on the table. The first
article is always the hardest since it’s not anything that generally
relies upon facts, statistics, charts and graphs. But rather, it’s a
personal ‘slice’ of how life intersects with the business of wealth
management. Sometimes it’s a struggle, other times it’s easy.
I’m reminded of the television show Cheers, the famous bar in
Boston where ‘everybody knows your name.’ I grabbed my cup
of coffee, and the barista, who may see me on a bi-weekly basis,
referenced me by my first name and asked about my day. Some
may be keen to this suggesting that my name is on the ticket
when I ordered my coffee and bagel, but no. I’m greeted by my
first name when I see this young gentleman at the cash register
even before I utter a single word. It had the effect of turning a
good cup of coffee into a great one. For what it’s worth, and it’s
worth quite a bit, Brew, the cafe on downtown Front Street,
Traverse City, is one of the best for many reasons, hands down.
While we aren’t the largest organization, comparatively speaking,
now managing relationships of more than 500 and assets
approaching $400 million, we are a personal organization. Our
firm is able to provide highly customized advice through a
platform designed to compete against far larger wealth
management companies. We didn’t design our firm to be a
multinational wealth management firm, but rather a firm that is
able to offer what is not only expected - quality investment and
trust solutions - but what isn’t expected, the ability to connect
with clients and their families on a personal level like no other
large company can.
I grabbed my coffee and sat down. My bagel appeared a few
minutes later and I had a thought. I thought that it was nice to
be known. Do our clients feel this way? When they show up in
the office are they treated as a friendly relationship or as an
account number? Being a personal organization has advantages.
We know the names of your children, your grandchildren, have
learned about your personal and financial situations, and
understood that we’ve been a part of the consultative processes
that have led to successful retirements, and wealth transition
plans to future generations. During this process, we’ve also had
the opportunity to meet many of your kids, ultimately starting a
working relationship with them, also.

We all have a choice in terms of the who, what, how and where
we do business. Doing business with people that we know and
appreciate can add an element of personalization to this process.
Investment management to many, isn’t all that personal. The
short meetings or phone calls of reassurance, the small numbers
of questions had by clients, and our ability to earn your trust
and your business is truly appreciated and knowing that we know
you and your situation is important to us, too.
As a kid, I always enjoyed going to Petoskey. We visited the
music store, the shoe store, and a lunch place that served the
best pie ever. Jesperson’s was a restaurant in downtown Petoskey
that our family loved. They’ve been family owned and operated
for the past 113 years and only started taking credit cards within
the past 5 or 6 years. You weren’t seated until your entire party
was present, and you always placed your pie order first and in
advance of your lunch order to assure yourself that a piece was
reserved just for you. For me the coconut cream pie and a glass
of milk was the way to go. It was the best. Served warm with a
flaky, slightly salty crust, I always picked the meringue off the
top and passed it along to my father. Eggs aren’t my ‘thing,’ and
as some clients know I’m a bit of a picky eater. The owner of
the restaurant knew our family well, telling those who knew us
that we were their best customers east of I-75. It was a warm
atmosphere that always brought us back. They baked handcrafted pies for our family weddings and were the first stop for
our family when coming to Petoskey for the day. ‘Park the car,
meet at Jesperson’s’ was the routine.
Jesperson’s served their last pie a few months back and recently
closed. I’m left with the thought that our family were ‘regulars’
at a place that knew our names. That was and remains to be an
important business lesson that cannot be replicated among
many of the large corporations that compete for your business.
‘Small is beautiful,’ it’s been said, and I truly agree.
I’ll miss their pie immensely. Each slice of coconut cream pie I
eat is now judged against the Jesperson’s benchmark. It’s tough to
beat and will go down in my mind as a personal slice of
perfection made just for me.
Thank you for choosing us. We know your name.

Christopher M. Lamb, CIMA, CTFA
Managing Partner and Principal
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Seeking Susan.
We are pleased to announce the addition of a new member to Old
Mission Investment and Trust. Susan Staffan Wipperman has joined
our firm as a wealth manager and trust officer.
Her expertise in trust administration, family wealth management,
and estate settlement adds to a deep bench of capabilities benefitting
the clients of our firm. Our clients understand that wealth is managed
on a personal level, a concept enjoyed by clients in a private firm
environment. Join us in welcoming Susan to Old Mission.

You can pick your friends, but not your family. Luckily in
our case, this isn’t true. We are a private firm that has forged
friendships with our clients all within a family atmosphere of
respect and collaboration for a common goal. We get the best
of both worlds.
Susan joins Old Mission from the world of banking and
wealth management. Originally from Michigan, she attended
undergraduate school at the University of Michigan’s Ross
School of Business with a concentration in finance, then she
continued on to law school at Wayne State University. She was
a practicing attorney in northern Michigan with clients and
friendships in the Petoskey, Harbor Springs, and Mackinac
Island areas. In 2004, she took her career on a new tangential
path, becoming a trust officer with Fifth Third Bank,
specializing in client service, trust administration, and estate
settlement.
Early in her legal career, she was all too familiar with the
legal entanglements of divorce, practicing as a divorce attorney.
‘When serving as a trust officer, I had the unique experience of
actually having people be thankful for what I had done for them
and their family.’ As a stark contrast to divorce law, ‘Divorce
was almost always confrontational and stressful for everyone
involved. My work in the wealth management field has been a
totally different experience,’ she said.
Being a trust officer and a trusted advisor for many years has
brought Susan to appreciate the benefits of specialization. Our
firm has created a niche in the wealth management world
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breaking away from the large firm environment to form a
privately-held company that caters specifically to the needs of
our clients as we see them. Our organization is governed by the
advisors and principals at our company in light of the
relationships we manage. And since we do business in a
manner consistent with serving our clients in a fiduciary
capacity, this is an environment that Susan appreciates even
more in the context of a private firm setting. Summed up, it was
a ‘win-win’ for everyone involved.
Susan’s experience will be a tremendous benefit to our
clients, both those that we serve as well as those that will be
attracted to our firm. She’ll serve as a wealth manager, paying
attention to elements of our clients’ financial lives that center
around tax matters, investment management, and trust and
estate planning. We have known Susan personally over the
years, and can’t wait to see how her integration within our
organization heightens our own advisory capacity and skill set as
we navigate through the world of wealth management and trust
specialization.
We’ve chosen to specialize in an area of wealth management
that most advisors shy away from or don’t totally understand.
Instead, our firm has chosen to embrace specialization for good
reason. Our clients need this expertise, and they truly
appreciate it. The past 11 years for our firm has been a great
journey, and we sincerely look forward to the impact that Susan
will have on our existing client relationships for years to come.
Stop in and say ‘hello.’ OM
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CHARITABLE GIVING
WITH YOUR
IRA
Giving charitably is a part of our lives. We give to our
churches, synagogues, food pantries, and shelters. Once we
are required to remove money from our retirement accounts, is
there a better way to give charitably? We have mentioned
charitable IRA distributions before, but they are now a
permanent part of the tax code and worth a second look.

In 2014 the charitable IRA provisions of the tax code
became permanent. Now, investors required to take mandatory
distributions due to the attainment of age 70 1/2 may direct
either all or a portion of their distributions directly to a
qualifying charitable entity up to a maximum of $100,000.
You Might Not Be Getting A Deduction. Wait, what?
It is totally possible that investors who are over the age of 70
1/2 who give money directly to charities are not getting a tax
deduction for their contributions. For years, it’s been a
foregone conclusion that giving money to a charity reduces your
income tax burden at tax time. For many, however, this may not
always be the case. Ask yourself two questions: First, do I
itemize? Second, do I give charitably?
Do you Itemize? If you do not itemize on your tax return,
and you give charitably, you are not getting a tax deduction. It’s
that simple. In essence, the government has given you a tax
deduction known as a ‘personal exemption’ that many times
exceeds the amount of your personal charitable donations, and
other deductions. If this is the case and you do not itemize, all
the other charitable contributions that you have made are lost as

8

tax deductions since they (along with the other allowable
deductions) do not exceed the standard deduction. This is
actually more common than most people believe.
The Math. Make the assumption that you give $5,000 to
your church, and you’re a married couple. You are retired, and
have very little in terms of other deductions. According to the
IRS if you are over 65, you are entitled to a standard deduction
on your personal tax return of $15,200. This means that the
IRS is granting you a deduction against your total income of
$15,200. If your charitable (and other) deductions don’t exceed
this amount, you are forced to take the standard deduction.
This also means that the $5,000 you gave to the church will
largely go unnoticed on your tax return, since it’s dwarfed by
your requirement to take the standard deduction.
The Fix. If, however, you directed your $5,000 IRA
required distribution directly to the church you would not only
be entitled to the $15,200 standard deduction, you would also
receive a tax deduction on the $5,000 church contribution as
well. This would potentially yield an additional tax refund of
$1,000 when you filed your taxes, making the assumption that

Image: Sleeping Bear National Lake Shore. Sleeping Bear Sand Dunes,
and North Manitou Island. Lake Michigan.
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“ you do not itemize on
your tax return, and you give
charitably, you are not getting a
tax deduction. It’s that simple.”
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“This is no joke. For many people, they
are giving up thousands in lost tax
refunds. Most people aren’t receiving
tax counsel for their charitable giving,
and it’s generally a discussion point
after the donations have been done.
Let’s talk about it, now.”

you were paying 20% of your total income in taxes. Not too
shabby, and from our perspective, an easy fix that can produce
great results.
The How. When clients sign their distribution paperwork,
it can be as easy as indicating the name and address of the
charitable recipient on the documentation. The funds are
required to be paid directly to the charitable institution, and it’s
also important to consider that not all charitable entities may
qualify. Generally speaking, family foundations, for example,
are not qualified recipients of charitable IRA distributions. But,
most churches and non-profit groups are, in fact, bona-fide
charities and able to receive such distributions. In short, if you
have any questions about whether or not an organization you
would like to support would qualify, just ask us. We can find out.
Higher Income Tax Payers. High tax bracket investors
can also benefit from charitable IRA distributions as well. It’s
important to point out that high income earners begin to lose
the ability to take deductions as their income soars. That being
the case, high income tax payers have the same ability to direct
required distributions, up to $100,000, to their favorite charities
as well. If they’ve exhausted their ability to give direct
charitable contributions due to deduction limitations, charitable

IRA distributions will provide a 100% deduction for assets
distributed directly to charitable entities.
In short, there is no downside to having assets distributed
from your IRA to a charitable entity once you qualify. Now that
this great charitable tool has been signed as a permanent part of
the tax code, it’s our suggestion that you use it. Apart from
doing ‘good,’ it’s the right approach to receiving the tax
deduction you are entitled to.
This is no joke. For many people, they are giving up
thousands in lost tax refunds. Most people aren’t receiving tax
counsel for their charitable giving, and it’s generally a discussion
point after the donations have been done. Let’s talk about it,
now.
For purposes of discussion, there are many options
concerning giving money charitably. Gifts of appreciated stock,
IRA distributions, property, or straight cash assets all have
different nuances that should be evaluated based on your
personal financial circumstances. While we aren’t tax advisors,
we can certainly be a great sounding board before you take the
next step. OM

Image: Fishing floats. Leland, Michigan. Used to support fishing nets
off of the lakebed floor.
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SURVIVING AS A
‘SURVIVING SPOUSE’
The loss of your partner can be devastating. There are a
million questions in your head about what needs to
happen next. Who do you tap on the shoulder for help,
what are the actions that need to happen now and in the
future, and how should you move forward?
The loss of a husband or wife is one of the most traumatic
experiences our clients will face during their lifetime. There
were certain tasks that were always handled by your spouse, and
apart from things like mowing the lawn and paying the bills,
there will be a list of things that should be handled on a more
immediate basis. If a surviving spouse has not been an active
party to the financial decisions that have been made to-date, this
new reality may carry a substantial amount of stress.
A good rule of thumb? Avoid making major decisions,
immediately. This means, don’t give away the family farm to
your kids, don’t pack up the house and put it on the market, and
above all, don’t donate all your money to charity. Plan on
getting a handle on your own situation before you begin
thinking of others.
Important Documents. It goes practically without saying
that locating the important legal documents such as wills and
trusts is a good first step. These documents may not always
play a part in wealth transfer to a surviving spouse, but they
should always be located and maintained in a safe place.
The decedent’s will may come into play for purposes of
ushering non-retirement assets from single name to the
beneficiary listed within the will. Most people that maintain
assets outside of a retirement account would place assets within
either a trust, or a joint account which will pass free from
probate, making the decedent’s Will, a needless document. The
trust may or may not become irrevocable upon the passing of
the spouse. That said, it’s understandable that the large binder
of documents prepared by your attorney will be intimidating,
but it’s there to provide a summary of instructions for trustrelated assets.

Other important documents will include insurance policies,
company benefits booklets, account statements for retirement
accounts, trust accounts, or brokerage accounts, and bank
statements. Military discharge papers, divorce papers, and
marriage certificates are documents that are frequently
forgotten, but can be relied upon when and if needed.
The People. This is a good first place to start. In our
case, we would request that clients contact us immediately
following the death of a spouse. We can sort out what needs to
happen on an immediate basis and what ultimately can wait.
However, some families have worked with multiple advisors
which can make this process daunting. It would be our
suggestion that you make a decision to work with one advisory
firm as a ‘lead advisor’ for purposes of sorting out the various
accounts, requirements, and actions that are immediately
requiring attention. Even if you are going to leave assets ‘as is’
and where they sit, it’s good to have a non-family professional
advisor serve as your lead for making sure things get done.
Generally speaking, having professional assistance through your
attorney, CPA or wealth manager can relieve a substantial
amount of stress concerning this process.
The Now. Do you have some idea what type of liquidity
needs you’ll have in the next few weeks and months? There will
be final expenses that certainly need to be handled, but what
about mortgage payments, taxes, or other larger expenses that
need to be paid on a recurring basis? It’s not a bad idea to do a
general review of your short-term cash needs to establish
whether or not an additional infusion of cash is required. If
you are still a working spouse and understand that income will
continue to flow, this might not be a concern. For what it’s
worth, maintaining 6 to 12 months of living expenses in liquid
Image: Mural. Downtown Portland, Oregon.
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“Consider consolidating investment and cash
assets under one roof. Having multiple IRA
accounts, annuity contracts and brokerage
accounts can be confusing. The rules, tax matters,
and management of each account can make a
relatively simple task rather daunting.”
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“Finally, take stock of where you are financially and
mentally. It’s one thing to list all of your assets on a
sheet of paper or on a spreadsheet. It’s another to ask
about your commitment to a lifestyle, as well as the
income it will take to sustain that lifestyle.”
asset accounts as a cash reserve that can be accessible without
penalty and no tax, is a good idea.
It’s also advisable to contact Social Security as well as any
pensions in order to advise them of your spouse’s passing.
They will immediately suspend payments or make adjustments
to future payments in order to account for this change of status.
Does this need to be done immediately? No. However, it is
advisable to have this handled within a week or two of passing
just to ensure that you don’t have any issues.
The Later. Retirement accounts, life insurance and annuity
contracts will all require some action in order to have the
accounts, under most circumstances, moved into your name as a
surviving spouse. There will be no tax consequence as a result
of these actions, since spousal rollover and continuation rules
permit transfers to a surviving spouse without any tax liability.
Life insurance policies will be paid out to the beneficiary and
are considered to be non-taxable. It’s worth mentioning that
not all situations will warrant a rollover of retirement assets
directly to a spouse. For situations where a surviving spouse is
under the age of 59 1/2, it might be best to maintain the
retirement account in a ‘beneficiary IRA’ for purposes of
additional flexibility concerning penalty-free withdrawals.
Consider consolidating investment and cash assets under one roof.
Having multiple IRA accounts, annuity contracts and brokerage
accounts can be confusing. The rules, tax matters, and
management of each account can make a relatively simple task
rather daunting. Multiple retirement accounts should be
combined, if possible.
Put the estate plan into effect. In some situations a non-spouse
may have been appointed as a trustee or executor. You should
be in contact with those individuals in order to take the next
steps for purposes of settling estate-related matters. Trust
accounts may have to be created, probate actions might be
required, and assets should begin to be retitled into their
appropriate titles.
Health Care Coverage. Health care coverage is routinely
provided through an employer, assuming your spouse was still
working at the time of their passing. Following retirement,
coverage may still be provided as a lifetime benefit. However,
you should contact the company for purposes of terminating
coverage for your deceased spouse, as well as determining
whether or not their passing has a material impact on your own
coverage. If there is a substantial change, it might be worth

considering a COBRA extension as a safety net until you’ve
been able to find a suitable replacement.
The Financial Ramifications. The death of a spouse
may have a substantial impact on your financial situation.
Pension and Social Security income may change dramatically
based on the choices that were made at the time of retirement.
Income and expense adjustments may be required, and
adherence to a budget might be a good measure. In
conjunction with asset management matters as discussed below,
there are certain philosophical conversations you’ll be having
either in your own head or with your children or advisors. Can
you continue to live the lifestyle you’ve had? Are you still
wanting to live that lifestyle? Are you committed to the same
community, or do you want to live somewhere differently, or
nearer to your children? These are all considerations that
should be discussed taking into account the financial
ramifications of those decisions and their short-term,
intermediate, and long-term impact on your wealth.
Asset Management. Finally, take stock of where you are
financially and mentally. It’s one thing to list all of your assets on
a sheet of paper or on a spreadsheet. It’s another to ask about
your commitment to a lifestyle as well as the income it will take
to sustain that lifestyle. It’s not unreasonable to feel that taking
risk is both unnecessary as well as unacceptable. However,
continuing to own stocks and bonds during the balance of your
lifetime should not be taken lightly. This is a time to learn a
little more about how investment management, diversification,
taxes and estate-related matters all work. It’s not that you need
to become a financial expert, but it’s probably time to
understand a little more about financial issues and their impact
on your life. If you and your spouse had worked with our
group in the past, the same seamless relationship can continue.
From our perspective, we want to continue the same working
relationship with a surviving spouse as we did formerly. We
hope that you would feel the same.
The loss of a spouse is incredibly difficult. As time goes
on, you’ll become more comfortable with making financial
decisions and will have a better understanding of how
investments, taxes, and trusts ultimately work. We want to be
your partner in terms of educating you, as well as handling this
transition during difficult times so that it’s easy on you and your
family. We’ve been a part of the estate settlement process for
many years, and can be your resource when needed. OM
Image: Multnomah Valley, Oregon.
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KEEPING
SCORE
Your credit score is an important measure of not only your
financial health, but a demonstration of your ability to remain
a prudent steward of your financial resources. What are the
drivers of your credit score, and what are those items that
adversely impact your number? What about protecting your
credit against those looking to harm you?
Mortgages, credit cards, car loans and home equity lines of
credit are all ways people have utilized credit in the past. Your
credit score plays an important role in the way banks and
finance companies look at your financial history when
evaluating you for a loan. This score, while not always serving
as the best indicator of your ability to repay loans, manage
outstanding credit and handle your debts, does give a lender a
‘first blush’ glimpse at the way you’ve conducted yourself from
a financial perspective. Your credit score impacts the amount of
money you may be able to borrow, the interest rates that you
will pay, or surprisingly, your ability to get a job. What goes into
such a rating, and how is it both positively and negatively
impacted?
What Goes Into Your Rating? Credit scores take more
into account rather than solely your ability to pay your debts on
time. They generally use a mathematical formula based on your
payment history (35%), the amount of the available credit you
presently utilize (30%), the length of your credit history (15%),
the types of credit you presently have (10%), and the amount of
credit that you have recently applied for and received (10%).
The Scoring. Credit scores fall into 6 categories with their
ratings: Very poor (300 to 599), poor (600 to 649), fair (650 to

699), good (700 to 749), very good (750 to 799) and excellent
(800 to 850). To get the best interest rate on a loan, you need a
‘very good’ or ‘excellent’ credit rating. Not strangely, the largest
segment of borrowers have a ‘poor’ credit score within the
United States. With easy credit comes financial problems, and
the potential for poor financial habits.
Ratings Agencies. First, the ratings agencies are largely
concentrated within a few providers. Experian, TransUnion,
Equifax are a few that come to mind when thinking about
reporting agencies. The ratings can be different from agency to
agency, with minor differences between each.
Check it! It’s not a bad idea to check your credit report
periodically. However, don’t check it more than annually, since
regular and routine credit checks are considered to be ‘flags’
that you are an active user of credit - a bad thing. However, by
checking your credit you are also keeping watch on any loans
that may have been taken out in your name - an important
measure for purposes of detecting inaccuracies or even worse,
fraud. By law you are entitled to check your credit report at
least once annually.
Negative Impacts on your Credit. As mentioned above,
frequent ‘checks’ on your credit by you or other institutions will
Image: Post office boxes, Goodhart, Michigan.
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“Freezing your credit report is the
ultimate ‘lock down’ concerning the
extension of credit to you. Before
anyone extends credit to you, they look
to your credit report for purposes of
determining your ability to pay.”

have a negative impact on your overall credit score.
Additionally, a large amount of ‘credit utilization’ can also be a
negative as well. Getting an approval for a $10,000 credit line
may be a good thing; however, using 95% of each approved
credit line is most certainly going to negatively impact your
credit rating. Credit utilization should be low. Additionally,
don’t maintain a number of outstanding credit cards with no
activity or balances. Having a substantial amount of unused
credit at your disposal can pose problems when banks evaluate
your financial future. If you have the ability to increase your
debt load by $100,000 at a moment’s notice, banks might take
pause in granting you that large mortgage loan and might
reduce the loan amount all together to account for that
potential. It’s also worth noting that having revolving debt
(commonly known as ‘credit card debt’) is viewed differently
than a similar amount of mortgage-related debt. Having a high
amount of revolving debt can also adversely impact your credit
score.
Freezing your credit report. Credit agencies are a way
that banks, finance companies, credit card companies, etc.,
investigate you. If, you have very little need to have credit
extended to you or your family, consider freezing your credit
report. With the recent Equifax breach, individuals have
become very concerned about the amount of information that
companies, especially credit reporting agencies, maintain about
our financial lives.
Freezing your credit report is the ultimate ‘lock down’
concerning the extension of credit to you. Before anyone
extends credit to you, they look to your credit report for

purposes of determining your ability to pay. Absent access to
this report from the three agencies cited earlier, credit will not
be issued. While you might think about the implications
concerning your use of credit, you should think in terms of
someone applying for credit in your name for purposes of fraud
and related damages against you and your financial situation.
Absent a credit report, no one can apply for credit in your
name. That alone is a nice way to protect against the malicious
intention of thieves to steal your information and apply for
credit in your name for their benefit. If there is no way to
access credit, none will be granted to you, or anyone else.
Fraud Alerts. Fraud alerts are another option for those
who would like to pursue some action at protecting their credit.
A fraud alert placed with any ONE of the three credit agencies
will automatically flag your credit report and added efforts by
those extending credit will be required to take additional steps
for purposes of verifying that you are actually the one applying
for credit. They may required to ask for a copy of a driver’s
license, or another form of identification. Either way, it’s
another step that people can use in order to protect themselves
against credit fraud.
Websites such as Creditkarma and freecreditscore.com can
be decent tools for reviewing your credit history and related
scores. Also, understand that credit is only a tool that should be
used responsibly and with great care. Educate your kids on
proper debt usage, and it will be a lesson that will pay huge
dividends over time, rest assured. OM

Image: First snow. Grand Traverse County.
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THE CHEMICAL
MAKEUP OF
‘THE DOW’
The Dow Jones Industrials Average is an index of 30
companies originally chosen to replicate a cross section of
our economy. Companies are chosen to provide investors
with a snapshot of the overall health and well-being of
our market system, taking all industries into account.

The Dow Jones Industrials Average was originally published
and calculated in 1896 demonstrating the performance of a
‘cross-section’ of stocks that were selected in order to represent
the health of our own domestic economy. Developed at the
time by the Wall Street Journal editor, Charles Dow, the index is
presently owned by Standard and Poor’s Dow Jones Indices
and has been a bell weather indicator of how our markets have
performed over a given time period - days, weeks, months and
years.
There are 30 components that represent ‘the Dow,’ with all
components adding on an unequal basis to the calculation of
the index. Companies such as 3M, American Express,
Caterpillar, IBM and Johnson and Johnson are a few of the
components, with more recent additions such as Intel,

Microsoft and Apple added to be more reflective of our own
economy, as its changed over the past few decades.
Certain stocks carry a greater weight in terms of calculating
the performance of the Dow. Based on 2016 data, the largest
component of the Dow was 3M, commonly known as
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing. They had a total
approximate weight within the index of almost 6.6%. This
would mean that a 10% positive return in 3M’s common stock
would contribute a .66% positive return on the Dow Jones
during the same time period. Strangely, the only original company
within the Dow Jones Average is General Electric and to this
day retains the smallest weighting in the overall calculation of
the Dow, with a weighting of slightly more than 1%. A 10%
gain in shares of General Electric would have a marginal impact
of adding .1% to the index return for the period. As you can
Image: Typewriter. Portland, Oregon.
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MMM, American Express, Apple, Boeing,
Caterpillar, Chevron, Cisco, Coca-Cola, Disney,
Exxon Mobil, General Electric, Goldman Sachs,
Home Depot, IBM, Intel, Johnson and Johnson, JP
Morgan Chase, McDonald’s, Merck, Microsoft,
Nike, Pfizer, Procter and Gamble, Travelers
Companies, United Technologies, United Health,
Verizon, Visa, Wal-Mart and Dupont.

see, some companies may have a larger impact on the index
calculation, while others will have a far smaller impact.
Companies have been added and removed from the Dow
with some regularity over the years. Components that were
most notable replacements include Alcoa, General Motors,
Citigroup, Kraft Foods, Honeywell, Bank of America and
Hewlett Packard. Companies are replaced due to mergers,
buyouts, failure, or plainly due to the fact that the components
of our economic system have changed. In the 1940’s there was
no computer industry. However in today’s economy, a
substantial portion of our economic growth, capital, and
consumer expenditures are directed to technology and
information management. This prompted a change in the
allocation of the index. Conversely, we no longer spend time
and money traveling by railroad, prompting a change in the
overall index to favor other industries.
The Dow isn’t the ‘end all, be all’ in terms of evaluating our
nation’s stock market. It’s meant to provide us with a general
sense of the direction for a day’s trading taking all portions of
our economy into account. Each company is picked as a ‘slice’

of our economy, and by our account the Dow has done a good
job of painting an appropriate picture in our opinion.
As with any market, there are certainly indexes to choose
from when trying to keep a weather eye on the way the markets
are performing. The Dow specifically tracks large company
stocks. Smaller companies are tracked using the Russell 2000,
an index that digs a little deeper into smaller companies in order
to give us a better understanding of how that specific asset class
is performing as well. Odds are fairly strong that as the Dow
Jones Industrials Average moves up and down, so goes the rest
of the market. However, it’s not a forgone conclusion that all
equities follow the Dow. Value stocks, dividend stocks, and
growth stocks march to their own drummer, performing well
under certain economic conditions when others may not.
We continue to believe that diversifying across all asset
classes is the best policy when it comes to investment
management. The Dow, while a good indicator of the general
health of our economy, is not the only tool in the shed for
purposes of evaluating your portfolio. OM

Image: The ‘dogs of the dow’ refers to the highest dividend-yielding stocks
within the Dow Jones Industrials Average. Meet ‘Banks.’
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GIVE ME AN ‘H’
GIVE ME AN ‘S’
GIVE ME AN ‘A’
By: Keith Olshove, AIF

HSA Accounts, commonly known as Healthcare Savings
Accounts are ways for employees to accumulate money
for purposes of healthcare expenses. It’s a great option
for getting a full tax deduction for health care expenses,
when usually, deductions are usually only given when
substantial medical expenses are incurred.
You may be familiar with Health Savings Accounts (HSAs).
You probably know that these tax-advantaged accounts were
created to be used in conjunction with a high-deductiblehealth-plan (HDHP) to pay for medical expenses. However,
you may not be aware that these accounts can be an extremely
valuable retirement savings tools as well. In many ways, they
can be better than a traditional IRA or even a Roth IRA.
Contributions. The most restrictive rule associated with
funding an HSA is the fact that you must be covered by a high
deductible health plan (HDHP) to make a contribution. After
that, it is less restrictive in many ways compared to other taxadvantaged accounts. There is no requirement that you have
earned income in order to contribute to an HSA as there is
with most retirement plans. In addition, there are also no
income limits with contributions fully deductible. Contributing
to an IRA or company plan has no impact on your ability to
make HSA contributions. You may contribute to your own
HSA without the involvement of your employer, or your
employer may make contributions to an HSA on your behalf.
In fact, anyone can make a contribution to the HSA of
someone else who is eligible to fund an account.
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The amount you may contribute depends on your age and
the type of HDHP coverage you have. For example, if you are
under age 55 and have ‘self-only’ HDHP coverage, you may
contribute up to $3,400 for 2017 and $3,450 for 2018. If you
are under age 55 and have family HDHP coverage, you may
contribute $6,750 for 2017 and $6,900 for 2018. Add a catchup contribution of $1,000 for those over age 55 in all cases.
Distributions. Any distributions taken from an HSA to
pay for qualified medical expenses are income tax and penalty
free. Generally, qualified medical expenses are those that
qualify for the medical expense deduction on your personal
1040. This includes distributions to pay for your spouse or
children’s medical expenses as well as your own. An important
caveat though; withdrawals for ineligible expenses, prior to age
65, are not tax-free and also carry a substantial 20% penalty.
After age 65, non- medical withdrawals are taxed as ordinary
income just like withdrawals from any non-Roth retirement
account.
An Interesting Twist. An HSA owner can take a tax and
penalty free distribution to pay for the medical expenses from
previous years, as long as the expenses were incurred after the
Image: Lake Superior’s coastline. Lake Superior is over 1,333 feet
deep at max depth and contains over 3 quadrillion gallons of fresh
water.
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HSA was established. Furthermore, the HSA does
not have to be used to pay the expenses directly. As
long as you have maintained records to validate
future HSA withdrawals, you can take funds out
whenever and however you want. This creates a lot
of flexibility from a retirement planning perspective.
We all know that a critical part of saving for
retirement is saving for medical expenses. Many
experts estimate that a large percentage of retirees’
savings will go to healthcare costs. In fact, recent
research from our custodian, Fidelity Investments,

An HSA offers the tax benefits of both the
traditional IRA and the Roth IRA, but with an HSA,
you can have both deductible contributions and taxfree earnings if distributions are used for qualified
medical expenses. After age 65, HSA distributions
not used for medical expenses are taxable without
penalty just like traditional IRA distributions.
However, if you do not need the funds, you are not
required to take required minimum distributions
(RMDs) from an HSA during your lifetime as you are
with a traditional IRA.

“An

HSA offers the tax benefits of both the traditional
IRA and the Roth IRA, but with an HSA, you can have both
deductible contributions and tax-free earnings if distributions
are used for qualified medical expenses. After age 65, HSA
distributions not used for medical expenses are taxable, without
penalty, just like your traditional IRA distributions.”
estimates a 65 year old married couple retiring this
year will need an average of $275,000 in today’s
dollars, to fund this need. If you fund an HSA every
year and you do not use the funds for current
medical expenses, you can accumulate a significant
amount that can help defray those future costs.
However, if you are among those fortunate
enough to have lower healthcare costs in retirement,
the accumulated expenses from your pre-retirement
years can still be used to get money out of the
account tax-free. When you are enrolled in
Medicare, you can no longer make HSA
contributions, but you are not required to liquidate
your HSA. You can still continue to take tax and
penalty-free distributions for medical costs. You can
even take tax-and penalty-free distributions for
Medicare premiums and out-of-pocket expenses, or
for your share of premiums for employer-based
coverage. And again, if you do not use the funds in
your HSA for medical expenses when you reach age
65, you may use them for any other purpose without
penalty. Taxes will still apply, however.
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To make the HSA work most effectively as a
long-term vehicle rather than a yearly ‘cash-in-cashout’ account, you should move the funds out of the
standard HSA banking environment and into an
HSA brokerage or mutual fund account. Fortunately,
as HSAs have matured and started to show higher
accumulated balances more financial institutions
have begun to make their IRA investment platforms
available to the HSA marketplace.
Saving for a secure retirement is challenging.
Investors should use all the tools available. If you
are eligible, consider an HSA in addition to your IRA
and company plan. If your income is too high to
contribute to a Roth IRA or you cannot deduct your
traditional IRA contributions, consider an HSA
instead for similar benefits. OM

Image: Portland, Oregon. Fall season.
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BEING $OCIALLY
RE$PON$IBLE
What is ‘socially responsible’ investing? Does it have an
impact, and is it worth considering? The socially responsible
movement from an investment perspective can be misleading on
many levels. How does an investor use their capital for purposes
of social good and a positive impact on the world?

A

socially conscious investor wants to make a difference. They invest in a
manner consistent with their beliefs, and expect that the investments they
make ultimately influence decisions, help causes, and are being directed in
a fashion that has a longstanding impact on the environment or public
policy. These are the truths that a socially conscious investor holds true.
But are they actually an accurate representation of how socially conscious and
responsible investments are actually deployed?

Socially Responsible Investing (SRI). This type of
investment is made in companies that adhere to social, moral,
religious or environmental beliefs. Examples of investments made
within this category are clean energy, charitable giving, as well as
other environmentally-conscious businesses such as water
treatment and filtering systems to name a few. The assets invested
within SRI investment models totaled almost $7 trillion at the end
of 2014, and has continued to grow annually. The first SRI fund
opened in 1952, largely using a screening process that eliminated
investments in oil, tobacco, gambling, weapons and utilities that
relied upon nuclear power. Today, investments are made targeting
specific holdings that are more ‘inclusive’ of companies that do
good, rather than an exclusionary investment philosophy that
eliminates companies that don’t meet certain screening criteria.

Investments for socially conscious purposes are generally
made within ‘pooled’ investment vehicles such as mutual funds
or exchange traded funds. Investments that tout ‘clean energy’
or ‘clean water’ certainly hold investments in those categories, and
ultimately the funds do participate in the profits of those
investments and pass those returns on to investors. However, do
the investments you make actually go directly to the company
that’s doing the good work you would like to support? In short,
no.
Traditional investments within stocks and bonds are treated
the same whether or not they are ‘socially conscious’ or made in
oil, gas, or the diamond trade. When a stock is purchased, it
must come as a result of a sale. If a stock is to be sold, there
must be a willing purchaser on the other end of the transaction.
The old saying goes ‘that it takes two to tango’ and with respect

Image: Mid winter snow, Grand Traverse County.
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“Owning shares in the company you seek
to change gives you a voice, and a vote.

No investment,
no vote, no voice.”
to investments, it’s the same. To the surprise of many investors,
they are shocked to learn that their investment capital is allocated
to the people who wanted to sell their securities and not the
companies they look to support. Only at the time the initial public
offering (IPO) is sold to the public is an investment made in the
company as a direct investment. As an investor in the secondary
market (after the IPO is complete), you are simply a participant in
your portion of the profits of the company. Any buying or selling
of shares will occur without the involvement of the company itself.
To be more specific, your capital does not go directly into the
coffers of the solar company, water company, or clean energy
company that you wanted to support. Again, you are buying shares
from another investor, and the company itself isn’t involved in the
transaction at all. In fact, the company receives nothing during any
trading of its company stock following the initial offering.
Initial public offerings aren’t all that common on a daily basis.
But, some SRI funds are able to participate with new and direct
investments when IPO investments do become available. This is a
‘first come, first served’ market that generally is offered to larger
players with substantial amounts of capital. By participating within
a fund that specializes in SRI, you may find that a small amount of
capital within the fund is devoted to new or upstart ventures. But,

those investments tend to be small as a relative ‘slice’ of the
overall pie.
Buying a Voice. Being a shareholder is an important role.
For those investors who avoid investment within certain
industries such as coal, oil and gas, mining and gambling, they
should understand that they are getting less of a ‘say’ concerning
how those companies should conduct business. By becoming an
investor in a company, you would be ‘buying a voice’ that carries
a vote on many things. By being silent, nothing happens. By
being an activist owner or shareholder, you have more rights to
vote your conscience giving you more control than before.
Being a shareholder advocate has pressured corporations to pull
out of certain unethical business practices, it has caused the
removal of corporate activities from geographic and global
locations based on the concern for human rights, changed the
way animals are used in the testing process, altered the hiring
practices of companies, and pushed many companies to examine
their environmental practices as they relate to the impact their
business has on our planet. It’s a powerful investment of capital
that only serves to enhance and amplify your own voice. Owning
shares in the company you seek to change gives you a voice, and
a vote. No investment, no vote, no voice.

Image: Angry seas. Lake Michigan, Frankfort Pier.
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“...are there smaller investments that can be
made directly into companies that strive to
develop socially impactful products, and
environmentally good decisions? Yes. However,
they can be difficult to engage with relatively
small investments.”
Donate or Go Direct. After reading this, clients may have
doubts concerning the efficacy of socially conscious investing.
We can understand that. However, we have long been
proponents of donating our time, energy and capital in local
markets and on more of a a direct basis. Are there local food
pantries that need money and goods? Can you donate your
formerly enjoyed clothing and furniture to the local Goodwill
or shelter? Are there local food cooperatives that you can
support through a membership or donation? Can you serve on
a board or volunteer on the committee for your favorite nonprofit? From our perspective, by making local commitments of
your time, talent, and treasure, you can make a more substantial
impact on the community in general.
Taking this one step further, are there smaller investments
that can be made directly into companies that strive to develop
socially impactful products, and environmentally good
decisions? Yes. However, they can be difficult to engage with
relatively small investments. Above all, their financials aren’t
generally audited by the Securities and Exchange Commission
and don’t ordinarily meet the disclosure requirements of larger
corporations. This can make private and direct investments

into start-up ventures fraught with risk. Considering the rarity
of the investments themselves, they aren’t easy to find and are
few and far between.
We only provide this commentary with the thought that it
would improve your understanding of exactly how SRI and the
related mechanism of investing is actually handled. The
marketing of investments within the SRI space might make you
feel good about making the investment; however, things aren’t
always as they seem. We don’t want clients to believe that SRI
investments are going directly to the companies they look to
support, when the truth is not all that accurate. Much like the
idiom ‘watching the sausage getting made,’ understanding the
truth behind SRI and many of the related offshoots of this
popular strategy can lead investors to question its validity. It
has room to improve, and certainly from the standpoint of the
investor more transparency might be needed.
Don’t shoot the messenger, please. OM

Image: Mackinac Island, Michigan. ‘Wheelmen’ bike club visit to
Mackinac, demonstrating their appreciation of the ‘high wheel’ bike.
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THE ART OF THE
‘STEP UP’
Families and individuals that own property and investments
outside of retirement accounts and tax deferred annuities get a
big break when assets pass to beneficiaries. Imagine making
significant gains during your lifetime, with the added benefit of
your beneficiaries not paying a dime in taxes when you are gone.
Getting this benefit can be as much of an ‘art’ as it is science.
The tax code isn’t exciting. We get that. But, there are certain
tax benefits that have demonstrated significant value to almost all
taxpayers’ families. Not everything is assured ‘like death and taxes’
but rather, tax minimization can be a significant reason for having
an active planning relationship surrounding your tax situation. By
having a simple understanding of which assets are helpful, and
which assets are not, you can have a significant impact on your tax
situation upon your passing.
The Basics. Assets such as stocks, bonds, mutual funds and
real estate that are held outside of your retirement accounts are
defined as ‘capital assets.’ In essence, they qualify for preferential
capital gain treatment when they are sold during your lifetime generally with a federal tax rate of not more than 15%. Upon
your passing, a date of death valuation is done taking a ‘snapshot’
of the value of all your assets on the date of your passing. This
new value will be used to establish the new basis of your property
for your heirs. The general tax, legal and investment community
refers to this as a ‘step up’ in basis. Regardless of what you may
have paid for the individual stock, fund, bond, or real property,
the IRS will assign a new basis to that property based on the value
on the date of your death. There are a few caveats to this rule as
they apply to jointly-held property and very large estates. But for
the time, we’ll concentrate on property held, singly.
Say for example, that you were fortunate enough to purchase
shares in ABC Corp. in 1990. Your original investment was
$10,000, with a current value of $500,000. You’ve done well and
made a great investment by most measures. Upon your death the
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$490,000 gain in your stock will become ‘tax free’ to your heirs
or your beneficiaries. They can liquidate the stock on the date
of your death with NO tax liability. The IRS, for purposes of
establishing a new tax cost basis, will require your executor or
trustee to value the asset on your death and is required to
communicate this new basis to your beneficiaries.
If your beneficiaries continue to hold the stock any
appreciation beyond the $500,000 value on the date of your death
would be considered to be taxable when they sell the stock. In
essence, the substantial gain of $490,000 is ‘wiped off the map’
and is totally ignored for federal tax purposes to those who
inherited the stock. Could you imagine the amount of legwork
that would be required for your children, executor, or trustee to
determine the prices you paid for each and every asset you held
in your estate at your passing? It would be a nightmare. That
said, the IRS has beneficiaries start with a clean slate with every
capital asset held by you at your death.
Problem Assets. As mentioned earlier, assets such as
retirement accounts - Traditional IRAs, 401K, 403B accounts do NOT qualify for this special tax treatment and benefit.
Other assets such as US Government-issued savings bonds, and
non-qualified tax-deferred annuities also do not qualify for this
preferential tax savings. Those assets are regarded as vehicles
that ‘lock up’ interest and gains and act as a ‘deferral’ vehicle
until the interest is withdrawn. The IRS does not care who
exactly makes the withdrawal, but they will apply an ordinary
income tax to any gains once removed from the savings bond,
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Image: Dulla Sport Cycles,
Traverse City, Michigan.
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retirement account, or annuity contract. Roth IRA’s, while
defined as an IRA, have great tax benefits upon your passing and
shouldn’t be included as a problem asset.
The real issue with ‘deferred’ assets is not only the loss of
the capital gain step-up, but the imposition of an additional
estate tax along with the dreaded income tax liabilities upon the
estate or beneficiary. This ‘double taxation’ makes the
ownership of deferred assets for wealthy families a very poor
wealth transfer choice from one generation to the next. The loss

“NO MATTER THE SIZE
OF THE ESTATE,
ACHIEVING A STEP UP IN
BASIS IS A SUBSTANTIAL
AND MEANINGFUL TAX
BENEFIT THAT IS
AFFORDED TO ALL
TAXPAYERS EQUALLY.”
of the step-up and the income and estate taxes that may be
applied can cause a tremendous erosion in value that could have
been mitigated by reasonable long-term planning.
Achieving Step-Up Nirvana. What’s required in order to
get the step-up actually implemented? The first unpleasant fact
is that you are going to have to die for this to apply for the
benefit of your family. After that, it really boils down to some
simple bookkeeping and a little research.
For the purposes of establishing a value on a date of death
for real property, an appraisal is a great first step. An appraisal
should be done on the property that was owned by the decedent
using a request to establish a value on the date of death. This
appraisal can be used to establish your new basis concerning the
home or property you inherited and subsequently sold. This
new value is considered to be non-taxable upon sale with only
the appreciation beyond the value stated on the appraisal as
taxable as a gain to the recipient. Even then, any value in excess
of the date of death valuation is taxed lightly at long-term
capital gain rates.
Stocks are also reassigned a basis upon your passing. Much
like the example provided with ABC Corp. stock earlier in this
article, stocks are easily tracked on a daily basis with a date of

death value handily within reach through most public
databases. Trustees and executors are now legally required to
report the basis on inherited property to beneficiaries once the
property has been distributed. For what it’s worth, in cases
where the total value of an individual’s estate is less than $5.6
million in 2018, the IRS doesn’t usually get involved in
reviewing the transfers of property from an estate to a
beneficiary. It is worth mentioning that if you regard that
prized Picasso as a ‘paint by numbers art collection’ with a
value that is substantially less than the true value trying to
circumvent the estate tax, expect that the IRS might come
knocking on your door to collect estate taxes. The value
established on the date of death should be an accurate
representation of the true value of the asset and any attempt
at discounting this value should be demonstrated to be
defensible in terms of marketability, or other discounts that
apply under the tax law.
There are some strange mechanics involved when
administering larger estates that should be considered, and it’s
not always a foregone conclusion that establishing a value is
easy and straightforward. At times, there should be a
substantial discussion with your advisor, tax professional and
attorney before values are selected and considered, since there
may be both short-term and long-term implications for the
inheritors (and spouses) from a tax perspective.
No matter the size of the estate, achieving a step up in
basis is a substantial and meaningful tax benefit that is
afforded to all taxpayers equally. The structure of your assets i.e. retirement accounts, trust accounts, and annuities - can
have a substantial impact on whether or not a step-up applies.
For many families, the basis adjustment applied at death can
save hundreds of thousands in taxes that ordinarily would
have applied absent proper and appropriate planning. It’s not
readily apparent to many investors the damage that can be
done by not understanding the true impact of the decisions
made when selecting appropriate investments, products, and
their related structure.
The end-game. In short, spend your traditional IRA
assets during your lifetime, and continue to build wealth in
vehicles such as Roth IRA’s, taxable assets such as real estate,
and stocks. If you must use annuities please use them
sparingly and with a specific purpose in mind. Don’t be afraid
to spend some assets down in efforts to reduce their value
upon your passing. Many assets are terribly ‘tax unfriendly’ as
they pass to your children, while others carry substantial tax
benefits.
Ultimately, the step-up in basis is a method for you to have
your cake and eat it too. You can build long-term wealth, have
some tax benefits along the way, and pave a path for tax-free
transfers to your beneficiaries as the cherry on top.
A little smart planning can reap huge gains for your family
when keeping the tax man from being an unwelcome
beneficiary in your estate. OM

Image: Old cash register, Cross Village, Michigan.
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IRA
MISTAKES
IRA accounts, on their face, are fairly easy to understand. They
offer tax deferral, can be invested in a variety of different ways,
and have a beneficiary that inherits the account when you are
gone. The rules governing IRA accounts, are incredibly
complex. Here are a few mistakes that shouldn’t be overlooked.
Asset Location. High dividend and income investments
are best served within an IRA account. Capital assets, such
as growth stocks, and stocks in general, are best owned
within Roth IRA’s and taxable investment accounts. Too
often growth investments are used substantially within IRA
accounts at the expense of under-allocation within taxable
accounts.
Failure to Account For Charitable Options. We
discussed the benefits of distributing required mandatory
distributions directly to charitable entities earlier in our
publication. This option carries substantial potential tax
benefits that are frequently overlooked. In short, directing a
portion of your IRA required distribution directly to a charity
can significantly reduce your tax bill in many situations and
circumstances.
Removing More than What is Required. Taking
additional distributions from your IRA than what is
traditionally required can serve to accelerate taxable income.
Excess distributions from IRA accounts should be directed
to Roth IRA’s as conversion contributions, with future
earnings and growth existing as tax free to you and your
beneficiary.
Gifting IRA Contributions. Kids and grandkids don’t
always have the ability or the foresight to begin saving on
their own. Saving money is hard, we understand that. But,
getting a head start might be a great ‘gift’ to give to your
family by making IRA and Roth IRA contributions for them
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through an annual gifting program. Be advised, not all kids
and grandkids are eligible for the various tax benefits of IRA
contributions and not everyone can actually do Roth
contributions. However, IRA contributions as ‘gifts’ can
carry a significant benefit over time. A discussion with your
advisor is the best first step before wrapping this gift and
putting it under the tree.
Roth Conversions. Investors have amassed a little more
than $2.6 trillion in IRA assets over the years. The vast
majority of these assets have yet to be taxed through the
Federal tax system. This is both a benefit as well as a curse,
since someone - generally those who inherit IRA assets - will
be required to pay this tax.
While there is no way around actually paying income tax
liabilities, there is a way to reduce the taxation of the future
growth of IRA accounts by conducting Roth IRA
conversions. Essentially, IRA account owners have the ability
to transfer their existing traditional IRA accounts to Roth
IRAs, paying the taxes now, rather than forcing children upon
inheritance to pay the taxes then. Roth conversions are tricky
but worthy of consideration by families that have saved more
than needed, and are looking for a better option when
passing IRA accounts to the next generation.
Forgetting about the 5-year rule. Continuing with
Roth conversions, it’s important to think ahead. If you plan
on using the earnings from the Roth IRA you’ve started
through a recent conversion, understand that there is a 5-year

Image: Don’t let this happen to you. Old Mission General Store, Old
Mission, Michigan. Old Mission Peninsula.
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While it may make sense to have a similar
allocation among your IRA and taxable
accounts, there is a substantial reason to
have allocations that differ among accounts
based on their tax classification.

rule concerning the withdrawal of the earnings from your
Roth IRA. For those who converted assets after the age 59
1/2, you can withdraw your principal as well as contributions
on an immediate basis. The earnings on converted amounts
require that the account be open for at least 5 years in order
for those funds to be accessible. It’s important to note that
the 5-year clock begins to tick on the date that you opened
the account (and had it funded in some way), and not the
date the conversion was actually done. From a planning
perspective, open the account with a small funding deposit
and the clock will begin to tick.
Asset Location. While it may make sense to have a
similar allocation among your IRA and taxable accounts,
there is a substantial reason to have allocations that differ
among accounts based on their tax classification. In short,
you should hold fixed-income assets within a retirement
account, while holding equity-based, or ‘growth’ assets in
your taxable account, such as your single, joint or trust
account. The tax on capital gain assets can be significantly
less when held in your taxable account. This does require an
appropriate review of your asset allocation on an account-byaccount basis, as opposed to an aggregate basis.
12-Month Rollover Rule. In 2015, the IRS changed the
rules governing IRA rollovers. In years past, an investor
could remove IRA funds, receive those funds directly, and as
long as those funds were replaced into an IRA within 60 days
there would be no tax or penalty on the distribution. It
provided an investor with an interest-free loan from their
retirement account. The IRS now only permits an individual

with the ability to do one rollover of this type on a 12-month
basis.
Not Contributing Later in Life. For those that still
have a need to save, don’t think that small IRA contributions
don’t make a difference. While individuals are ineligible from
contributing to an IRA once they’ve attained age 70 1/2, it’s
important to note that continuing to save in the appropriate
manner is still very beneficial. Investors that have ‘superfunded’ their retirement savings in 401k and traditional IRA
accounts should consider the next generation in their
planning by beginning to shift their contributions to Roth
401K deferrals and Roth IRA contributions if they are
eligible. For those who are continuing to work beyond age
70 1/2 it’s important to understand that they can continue
contributing to 401K plans and 403b plans without the threat
of mandatory distributions until separated from employment
as long as certain circumstances are met.
Understanding RMDs. Required minimum
distributions (RMDs) aren’t easy to understand. There are
times when they apply and other times when they do not.
And while RMDs are almost always cut and dry, there are
situations where some ‘wiggle room’ may apply.
Upon the attainment of age 70 1/2 investors are required
to begin taking distributions from their traditional IRA.
These distributions are based on the life expectancy of the
accountholder. Your life expectancy does change each year
which has the impact of changing the percentage of the
account required to be withdrawn each and every year. A

Image: Ocqueoc Falls. Pronounced ‘Ock-ee-ock,’ the falls reside in
Presque Isle County in northern Michigan, 9 miles east of Rogers City.
They are the largest falls in Michigan’s Lower Peninsula.
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The doomsday scenario is the
appointment of a former spouse, or a
beneficiary change that was supposed to
be handled but was forgotten. This can
apply to life insurance, retirement
accounts, transfer on death
designations, and outdated trust and
estate-related documents.
penalty of 50% is assessed on amounts that are not
withdrawn under this rule.
Beneficiary Designations. Failure to appoint an
appropriate beneficiary can lead to problems. In some
situations account owners fail to appoint beneficiaries which
can cause the asset to go through probate court, relying on a
person’s will for direction. Or worse, based on the adoption
agreement of the IRA custodian, a set of beneficiaries may
be assigned based on your family structure. The doomsday
scenario is the appointment of a former spouse or a
beneficiary change that was supposed to be handled but was
forgotten. This can apply to life insurance, retirement
accounts, transfer on death designations, and outdated trust
and estate-related documents.
It’s incredibly difficult to remedy this type of oversight
upon the passing of the account owner and it’s most
definitely worth a little time and effort just to make sure it’s
aligned with your intentions.
Inherited IRA Rules. The rules that govern inherited
IRA accounts for purposes of both spouses and non-spousal
beneficiaries is not only cumbersome, but incredibly
complex. Books, flowcharts, and diagrams have all attempted
to provide investors with some clarity on this topic.
Spouses that inherit IRA accounts from a deceased
spouse have special rights concerning the timing of when

distributions must be taken. This includes the ability to treat
the IRA as their own, or in certain situations maintaining the
IRA as a ‘beneficiary IRA.’ The appointment of a trust as a
beneficiary also has a layer of complexity that is rarely
understood by investors. Provided the trust meets four
specific requirements under law the trust beneficiaries may
either establish individual beneficiary IRA accounts for their
benefit, or the trustee may begin taking distributions based
on the oldest beneficiary under the trust agreement. Trust
appointments as a beneficiary are especially complex and do
require a little more review based on each situation.
IRA accounts, while they are supposed to be simple little
vehicles, can be rather complex, tough to understand, and
convoluted in terms of the rules that govern their operation.
Don’t believe us? Just crawl around the IRS website, and see
for yourself. The convoluted rules can turn a simple
understanding into a very complicated discussion.
IRA accounts certainly have been helpful over the years,
we do not disagree. It’s their complexities that surprise
people, even advisors, at times. OM

Image: Grand Traverse County, late summer.
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Equi-Hacked.
Equifax was supposed to keep our information safe.
They were an ‘aggregator’ of our financial lives tracking
our credit card numbers, bank accounts, and our financial
history for purposes of our past, present, and future
financial lives.
Their financial breach was a breach of not only our
information, but of our trust in general of the financial
services industry. Without much doubt it caused a ripple
of concern across all client channels - those that used
credit and those that didn’t.
In late September our firm provided a short summary
to our clients concerning this breach. At that time we also
provided a summary of actions that may be taken in order
to mitigate future risks that any compromised information
may be used in a nefarious fashion in order to do financial
harm to you or your loved ones.
Fidelity, our investment custodian, provides a
customer satisfaction guarantee that provides, if through
no fault of the client, unauthorized actions are taken on

your account clients will be reimbursed. From our
perspective, an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure. Running an annual credit report and keeping a
weather eye on your credit card statements is a good first
step. Additionally, Equifax is providing a free credit
monitoring service for a 12-month period. Strangely, this
might also be something to consider.
For more information, or if you would like to onceagain review the direct mailing we had provided, please
visit our website at www.omtrust.com. We have posted
this mailing for your review. OM

Investment Advisory Services offered through Old Mission Investment Company. Trust services are provided by an affiliate, Old Mission Trust Company, a South Dakota state-chartered public trust company. Old
Mission Investment Company is an SEC registered Investment Adviser located in Traverse City, MI. The Adviser will only provide advisory services to Michigan residents or residents of states where the firm is
notice filed or exempt from notice filing. You can request our ADV II by contacting our office. This newsletter is provided strictly as a courtesy to Old Mission Investment and Old Mission Trust Company clients and
individuals and institutions for informational purposes only. The information contained herein is general in nature and not to be construed as individualized investment or financial advice nor an offer or solicitation to buy
or sell securities. In providing this newsletter, the Trust Company and Adviser do not give regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation, and particular needs of any specific person who may receive this
newsletter. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Therefore, recipients of this newsletter should not infer that any information, companies, investments or strategies mentioned in this publication or via any
link to any website referenced, will be profitable or successful. Any type of investment or financial program involves varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any information provided herein will be
either suitable or profitable for any client or prospective client's individual situation. You are encouraged to contact your independent advisory representative old
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